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I joined OBHR Society because I believe that HR plays an
important role in any organization and I want to create a

platform for students to develop capabilities in this space. 

President
As the president,  I am responsible for charting the strategic
direction of the club and seeking new opportunities for OBHR

students. We leverage our team's strengths to work together and
collaborate with stakeholders such as industry partners, other
university OBHR clubs, faculty members, alumni & students to

achieve our goals. 
 

TEO JUN KAI LIONEL

Hello! I'm Lionel and I am a Year
3 Business student.

 
 I love many different outdoor

activities like kayaking, cycling,
and hiking. I also enjoy

pummeling myself and pushing
my limits in the gym.



I joined OBHR Society because I wanted to expand OBHR to
more students and develop their potential. I aim to achieve this

goal with others who share the same passion. 

Vice President

LEE JIA NI JAMIE

Hello! I'm Jamie and I am a Year
2 Business student.

 
 I love to go around on food/cafe

hunts to find out all the good
eats. I also enjoy running as it
helps to relieve my stress in a

healthy way! 
 

As the Vice-President, I am responsible for implementing the
strategic direction of the club to create more events and

opportunities for OBHR students. We leverage our team's
strengths to reach out and collaborate with stakeholders such as

industry partners, the school, and other university HR clubs to
achieve our goals.

 
 



I joined OBHR Society to forge friendships, expand my network,
and understand the OBHR industry better. I also hoped to gain

experience iSn excelling in my roles. 

Honorary General Secretary
& Finance Director 

KELLY PEE

Hello! I'm Kelly and I am a Year 2
Business student.

 
 I enjoy travelling and playing

mahjong during my free time. I
also enjoy working in the service
line, which has helped fund my

travel adventures thus far. 
 
 

As the HGS, I oversee all administrative matters and maintain
good relations with external stakeholders and student clubs. As

the Finance Director, I am responsible for budgeting, compliance
to budget, sourcing for sponsors, and submission of claims. 

 
 



I joined OBHR Society because I wanted to expand my
understanding of OBHR and discover how knowledge in

economics can bring value to the HR industry 

Events Director

RAPHAEL ANG WEE KIAN

Hello! I'm Raphael and I am a
Year 3 Economics student.

 
 In my leisure time, I enjoy

engaging in recreational sports.
 
 

As the Events Director, I oversee and coordinate various aspects
of event planning and execution.



I joined OBHR Society because I wish to expand my OBHR
knowledge and contribute to the OBHR community by keeping

them updated about our activities and events.

Marketing Director

JOLENE SURETNO

Hello! I'm Jolene and I am a Year
2 Accounting student.

 
 I love exploring

cafes/restaurants in town to find
all the good eats! I also enjoy

jogging at the park to destress
from studying.

 
 

As one of the Marketing Directors, I'm tasked with creating
collaterals, updating our social media pages, and researching

relevant content to contribute meaningfully to the OBHR
community in SMU.



I joined OBHR Society because I wanted to understand what
OBHR is about. I aspire to be the bridge between students and

employers for internship opportunities.

Marketing Director

RACHAEL LEONG FU RONG

Hello! I'm Rachael and I am a
Year 3 Business student.

 
 I love travelling to explore new

places and try out all the popular
food. I also enjoy watching

football and doing workouts.
 
 

As one of the Marketing Directors, I take pride in bringing the
best aesthetic visuals, heading promotional efforts, and setting
the club's creative direction. From EDMs, Linkedin, to Instagram
posts, our team strives to keep our followers updated on OBHR

activities.


